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Abstract: We present the experimental implementation and theoretical model of a controllable
dephasing quantumchannel using photonic systems. The channel is implementedby coupling the
polarization and the spatial distribution of light, that play, in the perspective of Open Quantum
Systems, the role of quantum system and environment, respectively. The capability of controlling
our channel allows us to visualize its effects in a quantum system. Differently from standard
dephasing channels, our channel presents an exotic behavior in the sense that the evolution of a
state, from a pure to a mixed state, shows an oscillatory behavior if tracked in the Bloch sphere.
Additionally, we report the evolution of the purity and perform a quantum process tomography
to obtain the χ matrix associated to our channel.
© 2018 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction
Many practical implementations of quantum-based applicationsmust deal with the interaction of
a quantum system and its environment, i.e. open quantum systems, Fig. 1(a). This interaction can
be described, in general, by a non-unitary operation associated with a quantum channel and it is
responsible for the appearance of decoherence in the system. In the field of quantum information,
for example, decoherence changes or destroys the information encoded in a quantum system,
producing an incorrect transmission, processing or storage of it [1].
Quantum channels can be classified depending on their effect in different input states. In the
literature [1], it is possible to find some specific examples: A depolarizing channel is one in
which all pure states evolve towards the maximally mixed state. In an amplitude channel, all the
pure states evolve towards a particular pure state that remains unaffected. A dephasing channel
leaves two states, which are the opposite poles of the Bloch sphere, as decoherence-free states,
while the rest of the pure states suffer decoherence.
Controllable channels make possible to visualize the effects of decoherence in a quantum
system and to study the prevention of the appearance of such decoherence [2, 3]. Different
types of channels that can be controlled have been performed using photonic systems. For
example, depolarizing channels have been built using an arrangement of birefringent crystals
[4,5] and via interferometric effects [6]. Amplitude channels have been performed in Ref. [7,8],
and dephasing channels have been implemented using birefringent materials [9], a spatial light
modulator (SLM) [10] or interferometric effects [8].
In this paper, we report the experimental implementation and theoretical model of a con-
trollable dephasing channel. Unlike a standard quantum dephasing channel, our device induces
decoherence in which a pure state does not evolve linearly towards a mixed state, when seen
in the Bloch sphere, but follows a spiral behavior. In our experiment, the polarization degree
of freedom of light acts as the quantum system, and the continuous variable, corresponding to
the spatial degree of freedom of light, represents the environment. The characterization of our
channel is done by using the Bloch sphere representation and by measuring the purity of the
output state. Additionally, using quantum process tomography [11] (QPT) with a maximum-
likelihood-estimation (MLE) algorithm [12], we report the χ matrix associated to our quantum
channel.
2. Theoretical Background
Fig. 1. (Color Online) (a) Model of an open quantum system. (b) An initial state passes
through a quantum channel in which the original beam is separated into two parallel-
propagating beams with orthogonal polarizations. The separation between the output beam
centroids is 2dc and occurs only in the y-direction.
In order to understand the working principle of our quantum channel, we start by presenting
the theoretical model that describes its behavior. For this, consider a light beam that enters into
the channel. Its polarization state can be represented by:
|ϕ〉 = α |H〉 + β |V〉 , (1)
where α and β are probability amplitudes, satisfying |α|2 + |β|2 = 1, and |H〉 and |V〉 are the
horizontal and vertical polarization states, respectively. The channel couples such polarization
state to the transverse momentum of light, whose state is given by
|ξ〉 =
∫
d ®q f ( ®q) | ®q〉 , (2)
where ®q = {qx, qy} denotes the transverse momentum of light and the function f ( ®q) indicates
the transverse momentum distribution.
As it has been mentioned, in our implementation the polarization and the transverse momen-
tum of light represent the quantum system and the environment, respectively. The initial state,
|Ψ〉in , that describes the beam entering into the quantum channel can be written as
|Ψ〉in = |ϕ〉 ⊗ |ξ〉 = α
∫
d ®q f ( ®q) |H, ®q〉 + β
∫
d ®q f ( ®q) |V, ®q〉 . (3)
The channel is implemented by employing a polarizing tunable beam displacer (P-TBD) [13],
a device that splits an incoming beam into two parallel propagating beams with orthogonal
polarizations as depicted in Fig. 1(b). The separation between the beams is restricted to the y-
direction and can be quantified by a tunable parameter, 2dc, that represents the distance between
the centroids of the two output beams. Therefore, the channel can be represented by a unitary
operation, Uˆ(dc), that accomplishes the following transformations:
Uˆ(dc) |H, qy〉 = eidcqy |H, qy〉 (4)
Uˆ(dc) |V, qy〉 = e−i(dcqy+ϕ) |V, qy〉 ,
with ϕ a generic phase difference that appears between the two output beams.
The density matrix of the output polarization state, ρˆ
pol
out, can be written as
ρˆ
pol
out = Trenv{Uˆ(dc) |Ψ〉in 〈Ψ|in Uˆ†(dc)}, (5)
where Trenv{•} denotes the partial trace taken over the environment. Since our channel acts
only in the y-direction, and qx and qy are independent, it is possible to write f ( ®q) ∝ f (qy). In
particular, for an input gaussian beam,
f (qy) = Ne−w2y
(qy−q0y )2
4 , (6)
where wy is the beam’s waist, q0y is the center of its transverse momentum distribution, and N
is a normalization factor, such that
∫
| f (qy)|2dqy = 1.
Plugging Eq. (6) into Eq. (3) and using Eq. (5), it is possible to write
ρˆ
pol
out =
©­­«
|α|2 αβ∗e−
2d2c
w2y ei(2dcq0y+ϕ)
α∗βe
− 2d2c
w2y e−i(2dcq0y+ϕ) |β|2
ª®®¬ . (7)
From this density matrix, it is clearly seen that the implemented channel changes the initial
polarization state of the beam depending on the value of the parameter dc . The off-diagonal
terms contain the expression e
− 2d2c
w2y ei(2dc q0y+ϕ) or its conjugate. The term e
− 2d2c
w2y is responsible
for the decay of a pure state into a mixed state, revealing the decoherence of the system induced
by a standard dephasing channel [1]. However, the presence of ei(2dcq0y+ϕ) indicates that our
channel does not behave as a standard dephasing.
The characterization of the channel is performed by obtaining the Stokes parameters,
{S0, S1, S2, S3}, associated with a polarization state that passes through it. These parameters
are represented in the Bloch sphere, and the corresponding purity can also be obtained. The
Stokes parameters can be extracted from the polarization density matrix [14] given in Eq. 7,
S0 = |α|2 + |β|2, (8)
S1 = |α|2 − |β|2, (9)
S2(dc) = 2|α| |β∗ |e
− 2d2c
w2y cos(2q0ydc + ϕ + Φ), (10)
S3(dc) = 2|α| |β∗ |e
− 2d2c
w2y sin(2q0ydc + ϕ +Φ), (11)
where Φ = Φα −Φβ with α = |α|eiΦα and β = |β|eiΦβ .
Figure 2 shows the effect of our channel on various input pure polarization states when
ϕ = pi and they are coupled to an environment characterized by a Gaussian distribution with
wy = 0.88 mm and q0y = 10.6 mm
−1. The values of ϕ, q0y and wy are chosen to match the
experimental parameters as will be described in sections (3)-(4). In Fig. 2(a), the dark regions
represent the output polarization states in the Bloch sphere. Each polarization state is defined by
a set of coordinates given by the Stokes parameters {S1, S2(dc), S3(dc)}. The depicted spheres
correspond to different settings of the parameter dc , specifically, dc = 0, dc =
wy
3
, dc =
2wy
3
and dc = wy . For the case dc = 0, only a dark sphere is observed, since the channel only
induces a rotation maintaining the output state pure and therefore on the surface of the Bloch
sphere. In contrast, when dc increases, the dark region indicates that the poles of the sphere
remain unchangedwhile the rest of the sphere shrinks towards the vertical axis, S1. This behavior
indicates that horizontal and vertical polarizations are decoherence free-states while any other
input pure state becomes mixed. This particular way in which the Bloch sphere is shrinking is a
signature of the fact that the proposed coupling corresponds to a dephasing channel.
Another way to identify the type of channel is by means of the evolution of the purity
of the output polarization state, Pout. Using the Stokes parameters, Pout can be written as
Pout = Tr{(ρˆpolout)2} = (S20 + S21 + S22 + S23)/2. Using Eq. (8), Eq. (9), Eq. (10) and Eq. (11) the
purity becomes
Pout(dc) = 1
2
(
1 +
(
|α|2 − |β|2
)2
+ 4|αβ∗ |2e−
4d2c
w2y
)
. (12)
The behaviour of Eq. (12) is depicted in Fig. 2(b) for five different initial polarization states
defined in Table 1. The wide solid line corresponds to horizontal and vertical polarizations, the
dashed line refers to the polarization states defined by {α = 0.85 − 0.14i, β = −0.35(1 − i)}
and {α = 0.35(1 + i), β = 0.14 − 0.85i}, and the thin solid line corresponds to the purity of left
circular polarization {α = 1√
2
, β = −i√
2
}. From these graphs, it is possible to see that if the input
state has either horizontal or vertical polarization, the purity is one. This means that the channel
does not affect the system and therefore there is no decoherence. On the other hand, for the
other pure input states, the purity starts at one and monotonically decreases when dc increases
reaching a value Pout(dc) ≈ 12 (S21 + 1) for dc ≫ wy . According to the value of S1 reported in
Table 1, it is possible to see that for a state evolving in the equator the purity tends to 0.5, while
for a state in the Tropic of Cancer or Tropic of Capricorn, the purity tends to 0.625.
Fig. 2. (Color Online) (a) It shows, in the Bloch sphere, the predicted effect of our channel
on various input pure states. The dark regions represent the output polarization states. The
spheres correspond to different settings of the parameter dc . (b) It shows the theoretical
evolution of the purity for five different input polarization states (Table 1) as the value of
dc varies. (c) It shows the evolution of an input left circular polarization state with the
parameter dc .
Table 1. Initial polarization states
α β S1 Name
1 0 1 North Pole
0.85 − 0.14i −0.35(1 − i) 0.5 Tropic of Cancer
1√
2
−i√
2
0 Equator
0.35(1 + i) 0.14 − 0.85i -0.5 Tropic of Capricorn
0 1 -1 South Pole
Figure 2(c) shows the evolution of an input left circular polarization state (located in the
equator plane) with the parameter dc . It is seen that, as dc increases, the state tracks a spiral on
the equatorial plane of the Bloch sphere. This spiral starts in the surface, for dc = 0, and ends
up in the center. This type of evolution is not typical for a dephasing channel and gives an exotic
characteristic to the implementation we report. The spiral evolution is due to the presence of
oscillatory terms in the off-diagonal elements of ρˆ
pol
out (Eq. 7). These terms are caused by the fact
that our environment corresponds to a Gaussian distribution centered at q0y . Physically, q0y is
related to a small deviation of the incoming beam with respect to the z-direction [15], given by
an angle θ =
q0yλ
2pi
with λ the wavelength of the light beam. A standard dephasing channel can
be recovered by setting q0y = 0.
There are two interesting ideas to notice fromFig. 2(c): first, at dc = 0 the output state has right
circular polarization, even though the input statewas initially prepared as left circular. This occurs
because of the presence of the phase ϕ = pi, that comes from the experimental implementation
of the channel. Second, although Fig. 2(c) is for an input left circular polarization state, any other
input pure state will follow the spiral behavior in a plane parallel to the equator of the Bloch
sphere.
3. Experimental Implementation
Figure 3 shows the setup for the implementation and characterization of our channel. Four steps
can be clearly recognized. In the first step, an 808 nm-CWlaser (Thorlabs, CPS808) is coupled
into a single mode fiber to obtain a Gaussian beam with a waist around wy = 0.88 mm and that
can be considered collimated during the whole path of the experiment. In the second step, a
polarizer is set to fix a vertical polarization; a quarter wave plate (QWP) and a half wave plate
(HWP) are placed to obtain different polarizations that defined the input state by setting the
values α and β in Eq. (1). The third step in our setup is the channel implemented by employing a
polarizing tunable beam displacer (P-TBD) [13]. It consists of a polarizing beam splitter (PBS)
and two mirrors, M2 and M3, placed on an L-shaped platform that is mounted on a rotational
stage. By rotating this platform, the separation 2dc between the two emerging beams can be
tuned as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). It is relevant to notice that due to the working principle of the
P-TBD, the two beams that come out from it suffer a different amount of reflections in the PBS,
M2 and M3. This fact justifies the introduction of ϕ in the theoretical model. The different
amount of reflections results precisely in ϕ = pi, explaining our choice of ϕ for the graphs
of the theoretical model in Figure 2. In the fourth step, a polarization tomography analysis is
implemented for different values of the separation dc . This process is performed by sending the
light through a HWP, a QWP and a PBS. The light transmitted by the PBS is focused, with a
lens ( f = 25.4 mm), into a photodiode (Thorlabs FDS100) while the light coming from the
reflecting output is neglected. The Stokes parameters are then recovered by performing intensity
measurements in the photodiode for different settings of the HWP and QWP.
Fig. 3. (Color Online) Experimental setup composed of four steps. The first step is the
preparation of aGaussian spatialmode. The second step is the preparation of the polarization
state. The third step is the experimental implementation of our dephasing channel. Finally,
the fourth step is the polarization analyzer.
4. Results and discussion
The characterization of our channel is done by measuring how the Bloch sphere shrinks for
different values of the parameter dc when various input states are considered. The measurement
of the Stokes parameters is done for the five different input polarization states defined in Table 1.
Figure 4 shows as dots the experimental data corresponding to {S1, S2(dc), S3(dc)} for the values
dc = 0, dc =
wy
3
, dc =
2wy
3
and dc = wy . The dark region is the same as the one reported in
the theoretical section, Fig.2(a), and it is clearly seen that the experimental data are contained
on it. From the way in which the shrinking of the Bloch sphere occurs according to Fig. 4, it is
possible to conclude that indeed the channel presented in this work induces dephasing.
Fig. 4. (Color Online) Bloch sphere representation of the output polarization states (red
dots) measured for the five initial input states defined in Table 1. The dark region is the
same as the one reported in the theoretical section, Fig. 2(a).
The experimental results for the evolution of the purity, Pout(dc), are shown in Fig. 5 for
the five states of Table 1. The dots are experimental data corresponding to {S1, S2(dc), S3(dc)}
when dc is scanned in the range [0, 1.42] mm in steps of 7.2 µm. The solid lines correspond
to the theoretical model according to Eq. (12). As expected, the purity for the horizontal and
vertical input states remain unchanged; for an input state in the Tropic of Cancer or the Tropic of
Capricorn, Pout(dc) tends to 0.625 while for left circular polarization, Pout(dc) tends to 0.5. The
deviation between the experimental data and the theoretical model is due to technical features
associated with the optical elements and the uncertainty on the rotation angle of the L-shaped
platform of the P-TBD.
The exotic behavior of our channel, in which a state suffers decoherence by following a spiral
in the Bloch sphere, is corroborated in our experiment by tracking the evolution of a left circular
input polarization state when the parameter dc is varied. Figure 6(a) depicts this evolution in the
Bloch sphere and its projection on the equatorial plane. The values of dc are the same used in the
measurement of the purity. The dots are experimental data, corresponding to the measurement of
{S1, S2(dc), S3(dc)}, and the solid line is the theoretical model according to Eq. (9), Eq. (10) and
Eq. (11) using ϕ = pi and q0y as a fitting parameter with a value of q
fit
0y
= 10.6 mm−1. The star
indicates the output state that is measured at dc = 0 and the big arrow indicates the theoretical
output state at dc = 0. The discrepancy between these two points is due to the same experimental
uncertainty that was mentioned when discussing the experimental data for the purity in Fig. 5.
As complementary measurements, the evolution of the other four states of Table 1 was also
tracked. The data and theoretical model for input states in the Tropic of Cancer and Tropic of
Capricorn are shown in Figs. 6(b)-6(c) as dots and solid lines, respectively. From these graphs, it
is clearly seen that the pure input states enter inside the Bloch sphere following a spiral parallel to
the equator with a latitude defined by S1. The lower plots are the projection of the corresponding
planes. Figs. 6(d)-6(e) reveal that, as expected for a dephasing channel, the horizontal and vertical
input states remain in the poles.
In order to complete the characterization of the described channel, we implemented a quantum
process tomography method [11, 12] to obtain its associated χ matrix. The complete positive
map related to our channel is given by
ρˆ
pol
out =
∑
i, j
χij σˆi ρˆ
pol
in
σˆ
†
j
, (13)
Fig. 5. (Color Online) The points are the experimental results for the purity as a function
of the parameter dc . The solid lines correspond to the theoretical prediction for the purity.
Each graph shows the behavior of the initial input state defined in Table 1.
Fig. 6. (Color Online) In the Bloch sphere representation, the path followed by a state is
tracked when the parameter dc is evolved. The dots are the experimental data and the solid
lines are the theoretical model. The big blue stars are the initial input states defined in
Table 1. Graphs (a)-(c) shown the exotic spiral that the states follow. The graphs (d)-(e)
show that horizontal and vertical input states do not change.
Fig. 7. (Color Online) The real parts of the experimental and the theoretical χ matrix are
shown. (a) χ matrix for dc = 0. (b) χ matrix for dc = 1.44 mm. The vanishing imaginary
parts of χ are not shown.
where ρˆ
pol
in
= |ϕ〉 〈ϕ|, with |ϕ〉 defined in Eq. (1), and σˆi are the matrices that span the space of
ρˆ
pol
in
that correspond, in this case, to the identity (σˆ0 = Iˆ2×2) and the Pauli matrices (σˆX , σˆY and
σˆZ ). Figure 7 shows the real part of the experimental and theoretical χ matrices, χExp and χThe,
for dc = 0 and dc = 1.44 mm, corresponding to the initial and final values of dc used in our
experiment. To obtain χExp, Eq. (13) was solved, using MLE with the experimental data. For
χThe, MLE was used with ρˆ
pol
out given by Eq. (7) with α and β shown in Table 1. From Fig. 7(a), it
is clearly observed that our channel does not induce decoherencewhen dc = 0 but generates only
a rotation. This rotation is precisely the one that mentioned before as coming from the working
principle of the channel (P-TBD). For dc = 1.44 mm, Fig. 7(b) shows that the diagonal of the χ
matrix has contributions from the identity and σˆZ . This fact can be related with the shrinking
of the Bloch sphere depicted in Fig. 2(a), indicating that our channel indeed corresponds to a
dephasing one.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented the theoretical model and the experimental implementation
of a controllable dephasing channel. The channel is implemented using photonics systems and
considering polarization as a quantum system and the environment simulated by the transverse
momentum distribution of light. The implemented channel has been performed with the help
of a Polarizing Tunable Beam Displacer, which permits the control of the decoherence that the
polarization system suffers as a function of the tunable parameter, dc . In order to identify the
type of quantum channel that our setup describes, we have observed its effects in the polarization
by means of the Bloch sphere representation, we have measured the evolution of the purity and
we have performed a QPT protocol to identify the χ matrix. When the channel’s parameter,
dc , is tuned, the Bloch sphere and the purity evolve in a manner that corresponds to a standard
dephasing channel. Interestingly, the implemented channel exhibits also an exotic characteristic
in which the evolution toward mixed states is done by following a spiral path. This deviation
from the standard is due to the characteristics of the environment that are considered for this
implementation. The results reported in this paper can be useful for decoherence suppression
implemented via quantum error correction protocols in quantum information applications.
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